THE LAW REVIEW PROJECT: A QUALIFIED DEFENSE

Craig Green*

Critiques of student-run law reviews are not hard to find, nor are they hard to understand. Even as students groan over dreary source cites and finicky copy edits, professors gripe at leaving their masterworks in the hands of inexpert students with hyperactive revisions. Lawyers skim only a tiny fraction of law review materials, if they happen to address a particularly relevant case or project, and even celebrated federal judges have taken time to derogate law reviews’ substantive content as misguided and irrelevant.1

Given such potent criticism, one might wonder how student-run law reviews have survived so long and flourished so well. Starting at elite institutions in the late 1800s, almost every accredited law school currently supports one law review or more, a large fraction of legal academies are published there, and many judges, like other employers, use students’ membership on a law review as a credential of excellence.2 Outside the legal profession, some people who cannot pronounce “order of the coif,” and who wonder how to appraise “moot” courts and “mock” trials, nevertheless nod with feigned appreciation at learning that someone “made law review.” For decades, editors-in-chief across the country
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have arm-wrestled only with valedictorians for that coveted, though fully imaginary, title of “top law student.”

Questions about why anyone has ever cared about law reviews thus exist awkwardly alongside questions about why anyone has ever doubted them. This Essay cannot hope to resolve disputes or change minds, but “the law review project” will not, in any event, succeed or fail based on intellectual advocacy. Instead, my purpose is to sketch a few benefits of student-run law reviews, suggesting that their survival represents much more than “path dependency,” while implicitly identifying obstacles that would confront any call for revolution or abandonment. Law reviews certainly are not perfect, and indeed this Essay concludes with specific challenges concerning their lack of racial diversity. However, alongside their costs and imperfections, student-run law reviews generate value for several communities in the American legal system, and this Essay considers those communities in sequence.

I. LAW-REVIEW AUTHORS

The largest beneficiaries of student-run law reviews are legal academics, who have access to greater opportunities for publication than academics in other fields, without having to do the hard work of operating professional journals. Authors sometimes complain about law students’ misdirected priorities, close edits, and inexpert suggestions. Yet the fact remains that those students spend hours and days, on a volunteer basis, trying to make articles “better,” as they understand that term. Every writer and reader knows that it is very hard to motivate anyone to improve another person’s work, yet that is what student-run law reviews do each and every year.

Selecting articles is the most difficult part of the law review project, and students are not well suited to that task. Because most incoming articles editors have studied law for only twenty months, they have little perspective in evaluating “quality scholarship.” Some editors fill gaps in their substantive knowledge by relying on legible evidence of authors’ prestige. Students also can be misled by dramatic and overclaimed rhetoric, especially with respect to an author’s purported originality. (Someone who has not read much existing scholarship will simply have to guess whether a particular argument breaks “new” ground.) Law review editors make fast selections among articles in unfamiliar fields that were written by knowledgeable and experienced authors. That selection process presents obvious pathologies, and efforts by some law reviews to engage faculty in their selection process represent one (also imperfect) response to such problems.3

On the other hand, comparable perils also appear for other methods of article selection. Peer-review, for example, involves decisionmakers with entrenched personal and professional interests in their field’s intellectual

content, including the definition of that field. It would represent a substantial shift—for better and for worse—if the legal academy tried to impose “disciplinary” constraints comparable to other kinds of academics. Current U.S. law professors are an immensely varied group, and it is not at all clear that such academics could be “disciplined” by a set of purportedly common methods, assumptions, projects, and ambitions. For example, although nearly every law professor has some kind of “practice experience,” the range and depth of that employment is wildly diverse. Likewise, although most professors have a law and an undergraduate degree, the topics that they studied are just as varied as the groups of doctoral recipients who have become law school academics.

If legal scholars took responsibility for managing any substantial quantity of legal journals, new specialties and subspecialties would very probably emerge as narrow groups of dedicated individuals undertook to decide which authors, ideas, methods, and conclusions should be published. Non-legal scholars in other fields have witnessed similar phenomena for decades, and they have managed pertinent risks of insularity, networked patronage, and intellectual prejudice with different levels of success.

By contrast, generalist law reviews represent—for better and for worse—an embodied faith in some form of general legal audience. Student-run articles

4. See Steven Lubet, Law Review vs. Peer Review: A Qualified Defense of Student Editors, 2017 U. ILL. L. REV. ONLINE 1, 2–3 (2017), http://illinoislawreview.org/online/law-review-vs-peer-review/ [perma: http://perma.cc/JW2X-NWRJ] (“For all of their flaws and naiveté, law review editors are likely to demand proof, or at least citations, for assertions that go unquestioned by peer reviewers—not because they know more than experts, but because they recognize that they know less.” Id. at 10); Mohammadreza Hojat et al., Impartial Judgment by the “Gatekeepers” of Science: Fallibility and Accountability in the Peer Review Process, 8 ADVANCES HEALTH SCI. EDUC. 75 (2003) (discussing biases in peer review selection).
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7. Commitments to generalism might also be inferred from stylistic features of law review writing, including very long articles that have elaborate introductions and “road maps,” canvassing basic materials that experts might not otherwise find necessary. Some readers might associate law reviews’ practice of extensive/excessive footnoting with a focus on citable authority that pervades legal discourse and practice. The footnote’s general history and prevalence, however, is more complex than most users realize. See ANTHONY GRAFTON, THE FOOTNOTE: A CURIOUS HISTORY (1997). Also, it is
committees replace their membership each year, which produces different levels of talent, experience, and dedication, yet each year, such decisionmakers approach their task with fresh perspectives. Over time, this annual turnover of decisionmakers has tended to make legal scholarship appear more jumbled, disjointed, and unreliable than other academic genres as each group of students prioritizes different ideas and reshapes what writers and readers consider to be “normal.” That same practice, however, has also created structural opportunities for new voices, new ideas, and new methods to be heard along with the rest. As they should be, law review authors are accountable to established academic communities once their work has been published—both through tenure procedures and through academic critique. Yet initial decisions about law review publication occur at a significant distance from such established and institutionalized controls.

Law reviews’ commitment to a general legal audience might not be deliberate, but it does bear an evocative resemblance to pressures that litigators face in communicating with generalist judges and juries, or that advisors face in counseling nonspecialized clients. To a significant degree, legal scholarship has resisted the erudite specialization that is typical among intellectual fields with elaborate disciplinary and subdisciplinary categories. Each year, legal authors have a nominally equal opportunity to convince unknown groups of law students that their articles deserve the effort and public esteem that come with law review publication. In order to obtain that benefit, law review authors must communicate with people who are not like them, shaping their arguments for students who are interested, but not fully informed; educated, but certainly not expert. Such imperfect channels of communications reflect something important about the position of law and legal expertise along the permeable border of broader public discourse and access. If law professors were the ones responsible for publishing law professors, the results would certainly be intellectually sophisticated; but to rewrite a cliché, the life of legal scholarship has not always
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been intellectual sophistication.10

For a decade or more, academic blogs and unedited SSRN postings have generated opportunities for commentary outside of the strictures—and without the delays—that ordinarily accompany student-based publication, and even more so peer-reviewed journals. In some contexts, web-based publications offer a highly useful supplement to other kinds of scholarly products, but none of them offers a substitute for the formal aspirations toward rigor, depth, and seriousness that typify law review articles. Nor do web-based outlets escape the distributional problems that have influenced other publications that are peer-reviewed or editorially unfiltered. Although law reviews take a long time and require a lot of work, such time and effort are reflected in the ambition and substance of the writers, articles, and editors that undertake that laborious process.

II. LAW-REVIEW EDITORS AND LEGAL EMPLOYERS

If authors are the law review project’s main beneficiaries, student editors represent its unpaid labor. Even so, the experience of law-review work offers students useful opportunities in the broader context of legal education. For example, each law review editor must confront—in a setting unlike most others—the meticulousness of trying to generate a perfectly published text. Anyone who has clerked for a judge, submitted a brief, or even sent important emails has felt the creeping pressure of unnoticed errors—in matters of typography, grammar, tone, and substance. Because law review publication formalizes multiple layers of review, each staff member knows that her work could be closely scrutinized by peers, supervisors, and authors, each of whom have the intention of preventing and removing errors that other people have introduced or overlooked.11 Those editorial structures demand performance, and they also cultivate habits.

Many law students have never felt the kind of pressure that accompanies a document’s “final version”—that fateful juncture where mistakes become uncorrectable and public. Even students who have experienced such things in their pre-law life have not confronted readers more unforgiving and picky than lawyers. Fastidious reading and editing are not the most highly touted traditions in the American legal profession, yet a substantial part of many legal jobs is finding the strength to care about various kinds of fussy details that high-pressure clients might “leave to the lawyers.” A crucial expectation among

10. Cf. OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES, JR., THE COMMON LAW 1 (1881) (“The life of the law has not been logic: it has been experience.”).

11. See Kathryn A. Watts, Justice Stevens’s Black Leather Arm Chair, 106 NW. U. L. REV. 845, 847 n.4 (2012) (“After publishing an article in the Yale Law Journal in 2009, the Justice wrote to me with some thoughtful substantive comments and also with what he called one small ‘flyspeck,’ which the Justice easily spotted on his one read through the lengthy article even though it had gone undetected by me and the many Yale editors who had scoured the piece. The ‘flyspeck’ had to do with my inadvertent misuse of the word ‘weary.’ As the Justice put it in his characteristically kind note to me: ‘The flyspeck confirms my view that every brief and every article, no matter how carefully edited, contains at least one typo.’” (citation omitted)).
competent legal practitioners is the ability to produce, if necessary, documents upon which clients and courts can rely very heavily—regardless of whether those documents are Supreme Court briefs, client memos, binding agreements, or formal legal disclosures.\textsuperscript{12}

Similarly, almost every legal career involves at some point being asked particularly urgent and fateful questions about some document, argument, or quotation: “Is this right? Is the thing that you are looking at truly and literally correct?” Those are always hard questions, but the training period of law school is the time for learning how to answer them—not when a client’s life and interests are at stake. Some law review editors feel alienated by the pressure of trying to produce a perfect document because they have never encountered anything quite like it. Bluebooking, grammar and style manuals, cite checks, line edits, and the rest cannot pretend to simulate “legal employment”—which itself is a diverse category with different expectations for different written products. For current purposes, the simple point is that even the least attractive aspects of law review membership introduce skills and habits about legal practice that cannot be found in most classroom experiences.

A related feature of students’ law-review work concerns motivation. Even more than graded classes, law reviews require students to perform unappealing tasks, with high degrees of accuracy, in circumstances where the immediate and personal payoffs seem limited. Some small number of students might be sufficiently inspired to do such work simply because the digitized form of legal scholarship will outlive all of its authors and producers, and because publications might influence other legal actors someday down the road. After all, the ambition of legal scholarship—whether immortal or epochal—is nothing less than the production of legal knowledge and the furtherance of truth over falsehood.

For most students, however, the dominant incentives are more corporeal, stemming from a mixture of community, reputation, and responsibility. Unlike most other law school activities, work on law reviews is collaborative and student run, which means that students are required to act in ways that are professional, careful, responsible, and collegial. Students have to learn to work with people whom they may or may not like, on projects that they may or may not endorse, involving particular tasks that they may or may not appreciate.

The ultimate goal is for each staffer to practice becoming a person who can be relied upon to do good work, even when there may not be immediate supervisors or strong personal consequences. And of course, those characteristics also are dominant features of legal practice. Through the various ardors of law-review work, staffers get to experiment, in one very particular context, with becoming the kind of person who can be trusted to do what they say, and who can handle tasks that are primarily valuable to people other than themselves. As a profession, lawyers loudly insist that those kinds of values and practices are a core part of their identity, claiming that they can be trusted to work hard as

\textsuperscript{12} See O’Connor v. Oakhurst Dairy, 851 F.3d 69 (1st Cir. 2017) (illustrating the potential importance, for lawyers and their clients, of well-positioned commas).
advocates or counsel, representing interests that literally and immediately are not their own.

Not everyone’s law review experience is heroic in these dimensions. As is true in other contexts, some students behave well, others less so, and some students get appropriate credit or blame for their conduct, while others get too much or too little. The current point is that students’ work on law reviews compels them to confront, in a peculiar context, motivational questions that are different from most other classes and experiences. Indeed, editorial board members face such issues twice: first as staff-level participants, and later as aspiring leaders and managers, who must try to motivate their peers, without much carrot or stick, while simultaneously adapting to various shortfalls as they occur.

Even the foregoing brief account of law reviews’ standards and experience helps clarify why some legal employers have used membership as a credential. Every legal employer has its own way of doing things—which might, in some respects, compare favorably or poorly to the idiosyncrasies of particular law reviews. The only guarantees in hiring law review staffers are that such people have some experience working in a self-organized, results-oriented institution. They have some familiarity with taking instructions, thinking things through, and executing particular tasks. They have some appreciation for the importance of working with other people, and for producing results of high quality at a particular time. In a very specific sense, members of law reviews spend part of their educational career practicing to be a legal professional. Many employers want to hire graduates who can shoulder a yoke, read and edit as though someone’s life depended on it, and make themselves work when they would rather do something else. Law reviews are not the only part of legal education to require such efforts, as indeed many clinics, externships, and simulations seek to generate comparable skills and experiences. Nevertheless, some students experience the demands of law review as different from other educational experiences, and for a long time, some employers have also viewed that credential as distinctively valuable.13

III. JUDGES AND THE LEGAL COMMUNITY

Even as legal authors spend time writing law review articles, and students devote time to editing them, one might ask whether the law review project has any value beyond its immediate participants. Are law reviews some kind of make-work project, analogous to intellectual ditch digging? In part, the answer depends on whether one believes that law itself is valuable. Participants in the law review project assume as a premise that legal materials and events are important enough to justify careful study, analysis, and argument outside the sphere of personal interests, clients, and litigants. This Essay is not the right occasion to debate this underlying faith in the law’s importance. But it should at

least be clear that many members of the legal community—including lawyers and judges, as well academics and students—have consistently benefited from the proliferation and stability of a general belief that the law matters.

Judges might not appreciate particular kinds of scrutiny that law reviews apply to their opinions and judgments. Likewise some practicing lawyers might prefer that law reviews would offer free answers to a larger number of their clients’ urgent questions, ideally without affecting such lawyer’s fees. Nevertheless, many lawyers and judges share with the law review project one vital premise: that law is important as a matter of argument and analysis, not simply as a matter of fact and force. Every law review article—no matter how wrongheaded or mistaken—proclaims by its very existence that the discussion of legal questions is a worthwhile endeavor, even for people who might not be directly affected by the results—as most authors, editors, and readers are not.

As with every other beneficial aspect of law reviews, there are other venues and modes of discussion that accomplish similar goals throughout the legal profession. For example, the American Bar Association is one of several organizations that promote legal discussion and analysis in publications that are very different from law reviews. Nevertheless, the systematic level of depth, fussiness, double-checking, and effort that has typified law-review publications for decades also represents an implicit commitment to certain kinds of expertise. Law reviews’ extreme commitment to citations, for example, imposes a formal practice of engagement with other materials, even as pressures toward “originality” encourage authors not simply to repeat well-known positions. It would be impossible to claim that the kind of expertise cultivated by law-review publication is categorically superior to other forms. For current purposes, it is enough to say that such expertise is, in certain contexts, “potentially different” and also “potentially valuable.”

IV. LAW REVIEWS AND RACIAL DIVERSITY

Law schools and employers have made efforts in recent years toward achieving greater levels of racial inclusion and justice in the legal profession, but important work remains to be done. Not only does lawyering confer significant material benefits relative to some other forms of employment, it has also historically been a route to political power and social status. Insofar as some
elements in the legal community do not wish to perpetuate or solidify systems of racial disparity, their focus on diversity has prompted incremental policy reforms such as targeted outreach, changed workplace conditions, and affirmative action.15

Likewise, insofar as law reviews offer important credentials and skills to a select number of students to boost their careers, it may be worth considering how those benefits are allocated. Statistical evidence is not conclusive, but law reviews at many schools do not reflect the racial diversity of their incoming law school class, and law reviews at some schools have not come close at all. Although a few law reviews have confronted such issues explicitly and directly, many have not taken observable steps, and the nationwide results do not seem promising.16


At least two tentative inferences might be drawn. First, perhaps law review memberships are less diverse than the pool of admitted law students because editorial boards are less willing to take action than the administrators and faculty who operate law schools. Whether that implies that students have less interest in racial diversity, or they have less autonomy to navigate political controversies, one might worry that law reviews’ selection process has incrementally acclimatized successful law students to participating in institutions of merit and elitism that are not racially diverse. After graduation, perhaps these aspirational leaders of the legal profession will change their minds, or will find some way to make different choices elsewhere in their careers. To say the least, however, students’ law review experience will not have been helpful in considering the difficult and important questions that surround racial inclusion and various forms of hierarchy.

A second possibility is that—although editorial boards may value racial diversity, and could take action to produce it—they do not see law review membership as sufficiently important to justify that kind of structural attention and effort. Racial disparities exist almost everywhere, one might argue, and everyone must choose which struggles or reforms are worth the costs. Maybe no one really cares about law reviews anyway, and if they do, maybe no one should.17 This Essay has offered a different perspective, which implies an opposite conclusion. Law reviews have performed and continue to perform several valuable functions in the legal community. The ways that such institutions choose their membership is only one part of their important work. Yet for all the controversy and grumbling that has been directed toward law reviews, perhaps their own self-selection process is an issue has been overlooked. It is the people who work within the law review project who ultimately determine whether that enterprise retains, increases, or loses the importance it has had for so long.

17. See supra notes 1–1 and accompanying text.